A quadrilateral table cartogram is a rectangle-shaped figure that visualizes table-form data; quadrilateral cells in a table cartogram are transformed to express the magnitude of positive weights by their areas, while maintaining the adjacency of cells in the original table. However, the previous construction method is difficult to implement because it consists of multiple operations that do not have a unique solution and require complex settings to obtain the desired outputs. In this article, we propose a new construction for quadrilateral table cartograms by recasting the construction as an optimization problem. The proposed method is formulated as a simple minimization problem to achieve mathematical clarity. It can generate quadrilateral table cartograms with smaller deformation of rows and columns, thereby aiding readers to recognize the correspondence between table cartograms and original tables. In addition, we also propose a means of sorting rows and/or columns prior to the construction of table cartograms to reduce excess shape deformation. Applications of the proposed method confirm its capability to output table cartograms that clearly visualize the characteristics of datasets.
Introduction
A contiguous (or continuous) area cartogram is a visualization method for geospatial data that records the attributes of positive values of regions, such as population and Gross Domestic Product (GDP). It is a deformed map in which the shape of each region is transformed to fit its area on the cartogram to its size of positive attribute value, while maintaining the adjacency of regions (see [1, 2] ). The deformed shapes of the regions on cartograms give readers an intuitive impression on the characteristics of datasets.
The special feature of visualization by contiguous area cartograms is the data representation through the deformation of figures. This feature is not only effective for geospatial datasets but also for Table of Chemical Elements, to exhibit the quantity of chemical elements on Earth [6] . Table cartograms are categorized into two types. One type is a 'freely-deformed' table cartogram whose outline border and edges of cells are deformed into curves [3, 4, 6] . A method of construction of cartograms of this type is the diffusion-based method [7] -one of several contiguous area cartogram construction methods-which imitates the diffusion process of fluids in physics. It is mathematically clear and easy to operate; thus, it has attracted attention in constructing contiguous area cartograms. Winter [4] , for instance, utilized the diffusion-based method. However, when the magnification ratios of adjacent cells-i.e., a cell's attribute value over its area in the original table-are quite different from each other, then the edge between them is deformed into a curved line. The shapes of cells with large values therefore become almost like circles, and the structure of a table in which each cell has quadrilateral shape is not preserved on table cartograms. Consequently, not all rows and columns can be clearly recognized in 'freely-deformed' table cartograms.
The other type is a quadrilateral table cartogram; here, the rectangular outline border is fixed and all cell edges are maintained as straight lines to preserve the quadrilateral shape of the cells. It is an attractive representation of table-form data, being more table-like with each row and column clearly distinguishable than on 'freely-deformed' table cartograms; this allows for a simpler interpretation of the characteristics of the represented data on the cartogram. Its construction method was first proposed in [5] . However, it is difficult to apply to new datasets because it consists of multiple operations, some of which do not have unique solutions and require complex settings.
In this article, we develop a new construction method of quadrilateral table cartograms. To create a construction method with high operability, the quadrilateral table cartogram construction is formulated as an optimization problem, based on the idea of [8] , which proposed a contiguous area cartogram construction method. Because the large deformation of rows and columns in the resultant cartogram interrupts figure readers from recognizing the correspondence between the table cartogram and the original table, we attempt to maintain vertical and horizontal edges as much as possible. A brief explanation for the proposal has been made in [9] , and this paper gives detailed explanation for the correspondence of the proposal to the idea of [8] and the formulation.
In addition, we propose a means of sorting rows and/or columns of original tables to reduce the shape deformation of table cartograms. The shape deformation of table cartograms becomes prominent if the difference in attribute values of adjacent cells are larger, at which point sorting rows and/or columns based on their similarity is expected to mitigate the shape deformation. Some table-form data have meanings associated to the order of rows and columns; the periodic chemical table and time-series data tables are typical examples. However, not all orders of rows and columns in table-form datasets have meanings. By sorting the rows and/or columns based on their similarity of data distribution, it can reduce the shape deformation and make the table cartogram more interpretable. Hence, we formulate the problem of reordering rows and/or columns based on their similarity as a combinatorial optimization problem and solve it using the simulated annealing algorithm.
The proposed table cartogram construction method involves two types of optimization problems and is evaluated through by applying it to actual dataset.
Previous Studies on Table Cartograms

Table Cartogram, A Special Form of Area Cartograms
Area cartograms are distorted maps on which the attribute value of each region is represented by its size. They can be classified by two classificatory criteria: the representation of adjacency of regions, which can be for contiguous or non-contiguous area cartograms; and the representation of shapes of regions, which can be for 'simple-' or 'complex-' shaped area cartograms.
Non-contiguous area cartograms are relatively easy to construct. Circle cartograms [10, 11] and rectangular cartograms [12] [13] [14] [15] are examples of simple-shaped non-contiguous area cartograms; they represent each region by a simple shape, a circle or a rectangle, whose area is fit to its attribute value, and place them according to the geographic configuration of regions. Non-contiguous complex-shaped cartograms were proposed in [16] ; for these, the regions whose sizes are modified to fit to the attribute values are placed on a plane considering the geographic configuration of regions without overlaps.
Complex-shaped contiguous area cartograms, on which each region is of a similar shape to one on the geographic map, are rather difficult to construct. Up to now, there have been several studies proposing their construction methods [1, 2, 7, 8, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Among these, the most popular construction method is the diffusion-based method [7] , whose mathematical guarantees its operability. Compared to the complex-shaped contiguous area cartograms, studies on simple-shaped contiguous area cartograms are few. Methods of representing regions by rectangles were discussed in [26] [27] [28] , and a method of representing regions by rectilinear polygons was discussed in [29] . Because the degree of freedom is smaller in the construction of a simple-shaped contiguous area cartogram than in a complex-shaped one, the construction is comparably more challenging.
A table cartogram, a visualization for table-form data, is a special contiguous area cartogram. It is a deformed table on which the sizes of cells are fit to the given positive values, with its cells having the same adjacency relationship to their corresponding cells in the original table. Table cartograms can be classified into two types based on the shapes of cells on them. One type, a free-shaped table cartogram, describes cells with curved edges, and is considered as a complex-shaped contiguous area cartogram. The other type, a quadrilateral table cartogram, describes cells with straight edges, and is categorized as a simple-shaped contiguous area cartogram.
Construction Methods of Table Cartograms
Because a free-shaped table cartogram can be considered as a complex-shaped contiguous area cartogram, the diffusion-based method [7] is used for its construction [4] . The diffusion-based method imitates the diffusion process of fluids with different initial 'densities', i.e., the ratio of attribute values over areas of regions. According to the diffusion principle, high-density fluids diffuse toward locations where low-density fluids exist. The diffusion process stops when the densities are equalized, and the areas where the fluids are diffused indicate the transformed regions on the contiguous area cartogram. When densities differ greatly by regions, the high-density regions are transformed balloon-like shapes [23] , and the low-density regions are reduced to long and narrow streamline shapes. When it is applied to the construction of table cartograms, the shape of an entire table is also deformed. If the data values in the table exhibit differences large enough deform the table significantly, it might be difficult to see the correspondence of rows, columns, and cells on the table cartogram to those of the original table.
It is worth to note the difference between data visualization by contiguous area cartograms and data visualization by table cartograms. When visualizing table-form data by table cartograms, it is important to preserve the table-form structure, in which horizontal and vertical edges form cells. When people look at contiguous area cartograms, the shapes of regions-although deformed-help them to recognize the correspondence between regions on cartograms and on geographical maps. However, the shapes of cells on table cartograms are not as useful because all cells have the same shapes. Hence, it is important to preserve the rows and columns visible on table cartograms.
A quadrilateral table cartogram, whose cells are represented by quadrilaterals, is one answer to improving the recognizability of rows and columns on table cartograms. A quadrilateral table cartogram and its construction were first proposed in [5] . The construction method consists of multiple segmentation and transformation operations. Because information on the sizes of quadrilaterals is not sufficient to determine their shapes, the construction of table cartograms, or any area cartograms, is inherently an ill-posed problem with no unique solutions. The method requires many parameters to be adjusted and is thus difficult to implement when solving this ill-posed construction problem.
Construction of Contiguous Area Cartograms based on Optimization
As has been described in the previous section, the construction of an area cartogram is an ill-posed problem with no unique answers. The importance of preserving the visibility of rows and columns to create easy-to-comprehend table cartograms has also been well noted.
The technique of controlling the shape deformation for the regularization of an ill-posed problem was utilized in [8] , as well as the formulation of the construction of contiguous area cartograms as an optimization problem. This basic idea has been employed in the constructions of circle cartograms [11] , rectangular cartograms [14, 15] , rectilinear cartograms [29] , and distance cartograms [30] hitherto. This approach is also considered useful for the construction of quadrilateral table cartograms, and we introduce the idea and formulation of contiguous area cartogram construction in this section.
The study introduces the regularization term that penalizes the change in bearing angles of edges to solve an ill-posed problem of contiguous area cartogram construction. The regularization term attempts to preserve the similarity of polygonal shapes as much as possible to enhance the readability of cartograms.
To formulate the problem as a simple equation, it is presumed that each polygon is divided into triangles. Let t ijk denote a triangle consisting of three vertices i, j, and k, e mn denote an edge that connects vertices m and n, T denote the set of triangles, E denote the set of edges, D ijk denote an attribute value given to the triangle t ijk , A ijk denote the area of t ijk with sign, and θ mn and θ G mn denote the bearing angles of edge e mn on the cartogram and on the geographical configuration, respectively. The formulation consists of an objective function that minimizes the differences between squares of areas and squares of data values of triangles and a regularization term that minimizes the changes in bearing angles of edges,
where µ is a weight on the regularization term. The objective function is intended to avoid calculating absolute values when computing the areas of triangles using their vertex coordinates. Equation (1) is obtained using the point coordinates,
where x G m and y G m denote the coordinates of vertex m on the geographical configuration, d mn and d G mn denote the length of the edge e mn on the cartogram and on the geographical configuration, respectively. This study solves the nonlinear minimization of Equation (2) by linearization. Equation (2) is linearized around the approximate position of vertex n, x' n and y' n , respectively, as
where A' ijk denotes the size of triangle by approximate position of vertices i, j, and k, d' mn denotes a length of edges by approximate position of vertices m and n, and x' ij = x' i − x' j . The solution of Equation (2) is obtained by an iterative process that solves Equation (3) and updates the solutions. The weight µ should be adjusted to balance between the control of shape deformation and the convergence speed of the iterative processes. The study proposes an algorithm to adjust the weight µ automatically.
Proposal of Construction of Quadrilateral Table Cartograms
Because quadrilateral table cartograms can be regarded as special contiguous area cartograms, the basic requirements for the construction of contiguous area cartograms are also applicable to them. In this article, we utilize the basic idea of contiguous area cartogram construction introduced in [8] .
It must, however, be emphasized that there are differences between the construction of contiguous area cartograms and quadrilateral table cartograms. On contiguous area cartograms, the shape of each polygon is useful in identifying the corresponding polygon on the original geographic maps; however, on quadrilateral table cartograms, the shape of each cell is not useful in identifying the corresponding cell on the original tables because every cell in the original table has the same shape. Consequently, the prevention of deformation of each cell during the quadrilateral table cartogram construction is of less importance.
To enhance the readability of quadrilateral table cartograms, it is important that the rows and columns are identifiable instead. Based on the basic idea in [8] , which introduces the regularization term that controls the bearings of edges, this study introduces more strict control on the change in directions of horizontal and vertical edges of table cartograms.
In light of the foregoing discussion, this study sets the following three requirements for the construction of quadrilateral table cartograms.
1.
To represent data precisely: the size of each cell should be close to its attribute value as much as possible.
2.
To make each row and column recognizable on quadrilateral table cartograms: the direction of horizontal and vertical edges should be kept as much as possible.
3.
To create a table-like figures: the outline border should be fixed.
The following section consists of two parts. Section 3.1 introduces a proposal for constructing quadrilateral table cartograms that satisfy the above requirements from a given table-form dataset. Additionally, Section 3.2 introduces a method of sorting rows and/or columns of original tables to construct less deformed table cartograms with high readability.
Construction
This section explains a two-step approach of constructing quadrilateral table cartograms. The requirement to preserve the direction of horizontal and vertical edges is emphasized in their construction. The first step creates figures that perfectly satisfy our requirements; it only adjusts heights of rows and widths of columns to fit each cell's size to its given values. The second step weakens the constraints on the directions of edges to increase the data representation precision; a similar formulation to that in [8] is set, although the regularization term that penalizes the change in bearings of edges is strengthened.
First step: Adjustment of Heights of Rows and Widths of Columns of Tables
The first step only adjusts the heights of rows and widths of columns to ensure that no changes are made in bearing angles of edges. Let N r and N c denote the number of rows and columns, respectively, and D ij denote the attribute value given to the cell of row i and column j, enclosed by horizontal lines i − 1 and i and vertical lines j − 1 and j. The initial cells on the original table are set to squares of edge length l, and the table is a rectangular with the height of N r × l and the width of N c × l (Figure 1 ). Because the total size of a table is given by the total sum of attribute values, l is fixed to [8] , which introduces the regularization term that controls the bearings of edges, this study introduces more strict control on the change in directions of horizontal and vertical edges of table cartograms.
In light of the foregoing discussion, this study sets the following three requirements for the construction of quadrilateral The following section consists of two parts. Section 3.1 introduces a proposal for constructing quadrilateral table cartograms that satisfy the above requirements from a given table-form dataset. Additionally, Section 3.2 introduces a method of sorting rows and/or columns of original tables to construct less deformed table cartograms with high readability.
Construction
First step: Adjustment of Heights of Rows and Widths of Columns of Tables
The first step only adjusts the heights of rows and widths of columns to ensure that no changes are made in bearing angles of edges. Let Nr and Nc denote the number of rows and columns, respectively, and Dij denote the attribute value given to the cell of row i and column j, enclosed by horizontal lines i − 1 and i and vertical lines j − 1 and j. The initial cells on the original table are set to squares of edge length l, and the table is a rectangular with the height of Nr × l and the width of Nc × l (Figure 1 ). Because the total size of a table is given by the total sum of attribute values, l is fixed to Let h i and w j denote the height of row i and the width of column j, respectively. The formulation that fits the cell size to their attributes can be written as
Now we rewrite Equation (4) using the x-coordinates of the vertical line j, x j , and the y-coordinates of horizontal line i, y i . Set the lower-left corner of table (x 0 , y 0 ) at the origin (0, 0), then Equation (4) can be rewritten as min
The optimization problem of Equation (5) is solved by an iterative process that solves the linearized problem around the approximate solution of coordinates of vertices and updates the solution. The initial coordinate values are set by allocating the rows' heights based on the proportion of their total attribute values and the widths of columns based on the proportion of their total attribute values.
The vertical and horizontal lines are kept as straight lines and the shapes of all cells are rectangles on the resultant figure. It is easy to read the correspondence between the table cartogram and the original table; however, because the degrees of freedom are low, the data representation precision cannot be high.
Second Step: Deformation of Cells to Increase the Data Representation Precision
The second step weakens the constraints on edge directions to achieve higher data representation precision.
A new quadrilateral table cartogram construction method is developed based on Equation (3), and two modifications are made to fit the method to the quadrilateral table cartogram construction. Firstly, to fix the outer border of table cartograms, the x-coordinates of vertices on the horizontal outer edges and y-coordinates of vertices on the vertical outer edges are not set as parameters. Secondly, to preserve the directions of cell edges in quadrilateral table cartograms to their original horizontal or vertical directions, this study does not update the bearing angles in the regularization term from the previous solutions during the iteration processes of the minimization of linearized problems, although the bearing angles are updated in [8] . The minimization of linearized problems is written as
where x* and y* denote the xand y-coordinates of vertices of the output of first step, respectively. The iteration is repeated until the preset data representation precision is satisfied.
Here we discuss the computational complexity of the solution by Equation (6) . An N r by N c table has (N r + 1) × (N c + 1) vertices, and the number of parameters is 2 × (N r N c − 1) because the four corners and the outer border lines are fixed. We solve Equation (6) by formulating the linear equations in which the partial derivatives of objective function f with respect to the all parameters are zero. The solution is represented by the square matrix of 2 × (N r N c − 1) rows and columns.
Focusing on vertex F, the partial derivatives of f with respect to x F and y F are written as
The parameters that appear in Equations (7) and (8) are limited to the xand y-coordinates of vertices that form the same triangles or edges with vertex F. Figure 2a shows the case when the number of parameters is a maximum of 18, and Figure 2b shows the case when the number of parameters is a minimum of 10 if surrounding vertices are not on the outer border of table cartograms. The number of nonzero coefficients is small in the linear system that is composed by Equations (7) and (8), then the system is represented by a sparse matrix.
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The parameters that appear in Equations (7) and (8) are limited to the x-and y-coordinates of vertices that form the same triangles or edges with vertex F. Figure 2a shows the case when the number of parameters is a maximum of 18, and Figure 2b shows the case when the number of parameters is a minimum of 10 if surrounding vertices are not on the outer border of table cartograms. The number of nonzero coefficients is small in the linear system that is composed by Equations (7) and (8), then the system is represented by a sparse matrix. It is difficult to estimate the computational complexity of the solution as the structure of matrix is not ideal such as symmetric matrices. However, it is clear that the complexity of solution is much smaller than that of 'ordinary' linear equations, whose complexity is O(n 3 ) where n is the number of parameters. The usage of sparse solver enables to apply the proposed method to the large table-form data.
Sorting of Rows and Columns
If data records with high similarity are placed near, the characteristics of data distribution become clearly visible on the table cartogram with small deformation. If rows and columns are randomly ordered from the viewpoint of similarity of data distribution, such as tables sorted in alphabetical order of names and ascending order of specific rows or columns, the table cartogram would be largely deformed and difficult to be interpreted.
Some tables, such as the periodic table of elements and the time-series data tables, have meanings associated with the order of rows and/or columns. The meanings of order indicate higher similarity of neighborhood cells and contribute to output table cartograms with smaller deformation. Previous studies only discussed constructing table cartograms of given tables without sorting rows and columns. It is difficult to estimate the computational complexity of the solution as the structure of matrix is not ideal such as symmetric matrices. However, it is clear that the complexity of solution is much smaller than that of 'ordinary' linear equations, whose complexity is O(n 3 ) where n is the number of parameters. The usage of sparse solver enables to apply the proposed method to the large table-form data.
Some tables, such as the periodic table of elements and the time-series data tables, have meanings associated with the order of rows and/or columns. The meanings of order indicate higher similarity of neighborhood cells and contribute to output table cartograms with smaller deformation. Previous studies only discussed constructing table cartograms of given tables without sorting rows and columns.
However, there are many tables that can be sorted to enhance the visibility of characteristics of data. Hence, in this study, we order the rows and/or columns of data based on the similarity of data distribution of cells, following the Kullback and Leibler (K-L) divergence [31] .
The K-L divergence D KL (P||Q) = i P(i) ln(P(i)/Q(i)) is a measure of the similarity between two probability distributions. This study proposes to search the order of rows and/or columns that minimizes the sum of K-L divergence between adjacent rows and/or columns in a table. Because D KL (P||Q) D KL (Q||P), we take an average of both to set the same evaluation measures for the adverse order.
Let P(i, j) denote the proportion of data value of cell ij to the total data value of N r by N c table. The similarity indices of the given row order (S r ) and column order (S c ) are as follows.
The search of orders of rows or columns that minimize S r or S c is a combinatorial optimization problem. The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm, a probabilistic method to solve combinatorial optimization problems, is used to solve the problem.
Evaluation and Discussion
This section evaluates the proposed methods-the construction method of quadrilateral table cartogram from the given tables and the row (or column) sorting method-by applying them to the visualization of table-form data. The proposed methods were implemented in MATLAB 2019 by the MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA and tested on a computer with 2.93-GHz CPU.
Evaluation of a Quadrilateral Table Cartogram Construction Method
Initial Values of Weight µ
The effect of initial values of weight µ was tested by a simple 3 × 3 table. Figure 3a,b Table 1 indicates the root mean square error (RMSE) between values and sizes of cells as the indices of data representation precision, the maximal and minimal inner angles, the RMSE of bearing angles of edges between table cartograms and original tables, and the RMSE between right angles and inner angles as indices of deformations. When the deformation is small, inner angles approach right angles, and the bearings angles of edges approach horizontal or vertical directions.
It is confirmed that all the resultant figures represent the data at high precision; the RMSEs are smaller than 0.01% of the smallest data values. The shapes of resultant figures are different, but they Table 1 indicates the root mean square error (RMSE) between values and sizes of cells as the indices of data representation precision, the maximal and minimal inner angles, the RMSE of bearing angles of edges between table cartograms and original tables, and the RMSE between right angles and inner angles as indices of deformations. When the deformation is small, inner angles approach right angles, and the bearings angles of edges approach horizontal or vertical directions. It is confirmed that all the resultant figures represent the data at high precision; the RMSEs are smaller than 0.01% of the smallest data values. The shapes of resultant figures are different, but they preserve the table-like shapes. The larger initial weight µ outputs the figure with smallest deformation according to all the deformation indices in Table 1 .
Comparison with Inoue and Shimizu (2006)
The proposed method was modified to reduce the bearing changes of horizontal and vertical edges, compared to the method in [8] . To check the validity of the modification, we compare the output of proposed method with that of the previous method that is modified to be able to fix the outline border.
This evaluation utilizes a 7 × 7 table that records the GDP of the main affected countries and regions by the Asian financial crisis in 1997. The data was obtained from a publication by the World Bank. Figure 4 indicates the outputs of two cartogram construction methods, and Table 2 indicates the indices of data representation precision and shape deformation. Figure 4 . Quadrilateral table cartograms of Gross Domestic Product( GDP) (10 billion current USD) of Eastern and Southeastern Asian countries before and after the Asian financial crisis in late 1990s: (a) Proposed method; (b) Previous method in [8] . Table 2 . Comparison of data representation precision and deformation by the proposed method and the method in [8] . Table 2 . Comparison of data representation precision and deformation by the proposed method and the method in [8] . Although Table 2 indicates that the both figures represent values by areas of cells at high precision, it is apparent from Figure 4 that the proposed method output a lesser deformed table than that obtained using the Inoue-Shimizu method. The output obtained by the proposed method almost preserves the horizontal and vertical lines, and it is easy to recognize the characteristics of data distribution; the '1998' column shrinks drastically and the degree of decline is larger for Indonesia than for other countries and regions. It is difficult to read the characteristics from Figure 4b owing to the unnecessary deformation of vertical and horizontal lines, which hinders the understandings of figure readers.
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Through the comparison, it is confirmed that the two-step procedure and the enforcement of controls on the bearing angle changes in edges by the proposed method is effective in enhancing the readability of quadrilateral table cartograms.
Comparison with Evans et al. (2018)
The proposed method was applied to the visualization of properties of chemical elements, which is the most common applications of table cartograms. The quadrilateral table cartograms of properties of elements are presented in [5] . Figure 5 indicates the resultant table cartograms that visualize the relative thermal conductivity and the relative boiling points, and Table 3 shows the indices of the precision, deformation, and calculation times. The resultant figures are alike those obtained in [5] , although the data representation precision is not discussed in that study. The RMSEs of Figure 5a ,b is 0.031% and 0.017% of the minimum data values, respectively; it is confirmed that the proposed method can output table cartograms that represent data at high precision. The feasibility of proposed method is higher than that of the The resultant figures are alike those obtained in [5] , although the data representation precision is not discussed in that study. The RMSEs of Figure 5a ,b is 0.031% and 0.017% of the minimum data values, respectively; it is confirmed that the proposed method can output table cartograms that represent data at high precision. The feasibility of proposed method is higher than that of the previous method as initial weight µ is the only parameter to be decided when constructing table cartograms. The different initial values of µ output the different shapes of table cartograms; however, because of the fast calculation of the proposed method, users can try several initial values of µ and select a figure based on the data representation precision, the indices of deformation, and the shape.
Evaluation of Sorting Based on the Similarity of Data
We evaluate the effect of sorting of rows and/or columns using the data of crude death rate per thousand people published by the World Bank. Figure 6 shows the resultant table cartograms. Figure 6a is constructed from the table whose rows are sorted by the proposed sorting method, and Figure 6b is constructed from the table whose rows are sorted by the alphabetical order of country names. Table 4 indicates the indices of data representation precision and shape deformation. Figure 6 clearly indicates that the table deformation becomes smaller when the table is sorted by the similarities of data distribution. Because countries with similar socio-economic condition are placed near, the sorting of rows (or columns) cannot only improve the appearance of table cartograms but also make the output more interpretable. The data representation precision and shape deformation in Table 4 show that the table cartogram from the sorted dataset and that from the original table have the same level of precision, while the shape deformation of the sorted table cartogram is smaller than the table cartogram with the original order of rows. We therefore confirm that the sorting of rows and/or columns reduces deformation, thereby enabling figure readers to focus on the change in shapes in table cartograms.
Discussion on the Applicability of Visualization by Quadrilateral Table Cartograms
A table cartogram is one of visualization options, such as coloring of cells and drawing of bar charts in cells. An advantage of the visualization by table cartograms is that they can indicate the Figure 6 clearly indicates that the table deformation becomes smaller when the table is sorted by the similarities of data distribution. Because countries with similar socio-economic condition are placed near, the sorting of rows (or columns) cannot only improve the appearance of table cartograms but also make the output more interpretable. The data representation precision and shape deformation in Table 4 show that the table cartogram from the sorted dataset and that from the original table have the same level of precision, while the shape deformation of the sorted table cartogram is smaller than the table cartogram with the original order of rows. We therefore confirm that the sorting of rows and/or columns reduces deformation, thereby enabling figure readers to focus on the change in shapes in table cartograms.
A table cartogram is one of visualization options, such as coloring of cells and drawing of bar charts in cells. An advantage of the visualization by table cartograms is that they can indicate the differences of data sizes. Another advantage is that they can visualize two types of information simultaneously by classifying cells of table cartograms by colors. When visualizing time-series data, it would be effective to show the values by cell sizes and their rates of change by colors.
A quadrilateral table cartogram is useful to visualize table-form data that have clear characteristics of rows/columns. Figure 5a is the example; the data distribution patterns of columns, rows, and cells are clearly visualized by the linear edges. The cell sizes fit the data almost exactly, even though the large difference exists in data size such that the thermal conductivity of silver (Ag) is 55 times as large as that of manganese (Mn). Even if the original table-form data do not indicate clear data distribution patterns, the quadrilateral table cartogram construction with sorting of rows/columns might be able to clarify and visualize the patterns, as is shown in Figure 6a .
However, if there is no clear pattern in the data distribution of the sorted table, a table cartogram is not an option for the visualization. When the distribution of data varies in rows or columns, it is expected to be difficult to fit cell sizes to their given data values at high precision. For example, an origin-destination matrix usually has large values in diagonal cells, and the similarity of data distribution between rows or columns is rather small. Consequently, it would be difficult to visualize the table by a quadrilateral table cartogram with fixed borders.
As we discussed in Section 3.1.2, the proposed construction method is applicable to the large table-form data, although the sorting would take time to get the order with smaller similarity indices. However, the limitation of applying table cartograms to large table-form data lies in the effectiveness as a visualization tool. When the number of rows and columns are large, it would be difficult to find the data of interest.
The above discussion reveals the limitations in the usages of quadrilateral table cartograms.
Conclusions
In this article, we proposed a method to construct quadrilateral table cartograms from the given table-form data, along with a method to sort rows and columns of tables, to output table cartograms with small deformations.
The proposed method for the construction consists of two steps: the first step adjusts the heights of rows and widths of columns of tables by preserving the direction of horizontal and vertical edges; the second step transforms the shapes of cells to fit their sizes to their given data values, while controlling the degrees of deformation. Both steps were formulated as a non-linear minimization problem, and they are solved by iterative processes of linearization around the approximate solutions.
This study also proposed a method to sort rows and columns of tables according to the similarity of data distribution. Utilizing the K-L divergence as an index of similarity of rows and columns, the sorting problem was formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem and was solved using the simulated annealing algorithm.
Applying this method to the data confirmed that the proposed construction method can generate highly accurate quadrilateral table cartograms with smaller deformations of shape compared to previous construction methods, and the sorting of rows and/or columns enables the output of table cartograms with smaller deformations while improving the visibility of the characteristics of data distribution.
The proposed methods are applicable for the visualization of tables with positive values. However, as we discussed in Section 4.3, there are limitations where the visualization by quadrilateral table cartograms are not applicable. We evaluated the proposed method based on data representation precision and shape deformation; however, we did not analyze the interpretability of data. It is necessary to check the usefulness of visualization by quadrilateral table cartograms through the comparison with other data visualization methods by user studies. These discussions are left for future studies.
